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Preface
The Covid 19 pandemic and, in part, the accelerating

In this report, the results are summarized in four ar-

digital transformation, have changed consumers’ atti-

eas, through which we learn what researchers think

tudes, values and consumer behaviour in an unprece-

about the changes in consumer behaviour and the

dented way.

world of objects. The report also addresses the op-

Although the business environment is already in
many ways challenging, consumers expect brands to

portunities of companies and the design field to meet
their business challenges in the near future.

play an increasingly strong role in tackling major glob-

Design Forum Finland was the only participant from

al challenges. As an indication of this, the ESG (Envi-

Finland in this project, as sustainable design and the

ronmental, Social and Corporate Governance) has ris-

promotion of circular economy is one of our focus ar-

en rapidly on the corporate scorecards alongside the

eas. With these results we are able to transmit infor-

growth and performance-based targets.

mation about future trends and consumers’ needs to

What does this mean to Finnish companies and how

Finnish companies and thereby to support their inter-

should they react to the changes in attitudes, values

national competitiveness by means of extensive use

and consumer behaviour brought by sustainability?

of design. Design Forum Finland’s participation in the

What are consumers expecting from sustainable prod-

project was funded by Sitra.

ucts and what should designers and companies do
about it? The Stuff in Flux 2 research sought to bring

Our warmest thanks to both Sitra and Alice Labs for
their rewarding cooperation!

insights and answers to these questions.
Stuff in Flux 2 surveyed changes in consumer behaviour and attitudes across the world. The research was

Joakim Karske

carried out by Alice Labs in cooperation with global

CEO

consumer brands and non-profit organizations pro-

Design Forum Finland

moting sustainable consumption.
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Tiivistelmä
Suomalaiseen muotoiluun liitetään usein käytännöl-

ja määrällisin menetelmin, minkälaisia odotuksia ihmi-

muotoilun on tarkasteltava arvontuotantoa laajemmin

lisyys ja yksinkertaisuus ja sen vastakohtia ovat koris-

set asettavat suhteelleen tavaraan eli fyysisiin tuottei-

kuin pelkästään valmiin tuotteen näkökulmasta. Sen

teellisuus ja ylitsepursuavuus. Suomalainen muotoilu

siin. Tutkimuksen näkökulmaksi valittiin edelläkävijä-

on kiinnitettävä huomioita myös siihen, missä, kuka,

ei tee itsestään tarpeettomasti numeroa. ”Suomi ei ole

kuluttajat (engl. the Leading-Edge), jotka omaksuvat

miten ja mitä materiaaleja käyttäen tuotteet valmiste-

lahjatavarakauppa”, kuten eräs haastattelemistamme

ensimmäisinä uusia, arkisia käyttäytymismalleja. Hei-

taan, miten niitä käytetään ja mitä niille tapahtuu käy-

asiantuntijoista, professori Mika Pantzar, totesi.

dän osuutensa kuluttajista on maasta riippumatta noin

tön loputtua. Raportin johtopäätös on, että pysyäk-

Mielestämme tämä on pätevä tiivistys siitä, mitä muo-

13 prosenttia. Tämä ihmisjoukko auttaa meitä havait-

seen mukana kuluttajien ajattelutavan muutoksessa ja

toilu Suomessa on – tai ainakin on ollut. Samalla se tar-

semaan mahdollisuuksia, joista voi tulla massamarkki-

pystyäkseen hyödyntämään muutoksen synnyttämiä

joaa kiinnostavan näkökulman, josta voi kurkistaa tule-

nailmiöitä seuraavien 3–5 vuoden kuluessa.

innovaatiomahdollisuuksia suomalaisen muotoilun on

Tutkimus nostaa esiin erilaisia kansainvälisiä mahdol-

kyettävä ennakkoluulottomaan ja paljon aiempaa laa-

Muotoiluajattelua kehitetään Suomessa monilla ta-

lisuuksia suomalaiselle muotoilulle. Mitkään niistä ei-

jamittaisempaan yhteistyöhön eri osaamisalueiden ja

hoilla ja sitä käytetään mitä moninaisemmissa yhte-

vät ole aivan uusia, mutta niihin sisältyy kiinnostavia

sektorien välillä.

yksissä. Muotoiluajattelua voidaan hyödyntää stra-

näkökulmia, jotka tarjoavat tilaisuuksia innovaatioille

Raportti pureutuu yksityiskohtaisemmin neljään eri-

tegisena työkaluna tai sillä voidaan pyrkiä saamaan

ja uudelle kasvulle lähitulevaisuudessa. Kaikkia kuvaa-

laiseen suomalaiselle muotoilulle avautuvaan innovaa-

aikaan toivottua yhteiskunnallista muutosta. Tämä ra-

miamme mahdollisuuksia yhdistää kuluttajien aiempaa

tioalueeseen tai -mahdollisuuteen, jotka on määritelty

portti pureutuu suomalaiselle muotoilulle avautuviin

kriittisempi suhtautuminen liikakulutukseen ja ehtyvien

tutkimuksemme perusteella. Jokaista näistä kuvataan

uusiin mahdollisuuksiin globaaleilla kuluttajatavara-

luonnonvarojen käyttöön. Raportissa käytämme tästä

omassa luvussaan.

markkinoilla.

muutoksesta termiä riittävyys-paradigma. Viittaamme

Ensimmäinen luku on nimeltään Hyödyllinen tavara

sillä ihmisten kasvavaan ymmärrykseen siitä, että kulu-

(engl. Useful Stuff). Siinä kuvataan mahdollisuuksia,

tuksella on rajansa ja liika on liikaa.

joita synnyttävät kuluttajien kasvavat odotukset siitä,

vaisuuteen.

Raportti perustuu seitsemästä maasta (Brasilia, Kanada, Yhdysvallat, Saksa, Venäjä, Intia ja Kiina) vuonna 2021 kerättyyn laajaan tutkimusaineistoon sekä

Muutoksen johdosta kaikki raportissa esiin noste-

että tavaroita tulee voida käyttää pitkäaikaisesti. Uu-

14:ään suomalaista muotoilua käsittelevään asiantun-

tut tulevaisuuden mahdollisuudet sisältävät vastuul-

det mahdollisuudet liittyvät muun muassa innovaati-

tijahaastatteluun. Tutkimuksessa selvitettiin laadullisin

lisuusnäkökulman. Tämä merkitsee, että suomalaisen

oihin, jotka lisäävät fyysisten tuotteiden korjattavuutta
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tai kulutuskestävyyttä. Näihin liittyvien innovaatioiden

Iloa tuottava tavara (engl. Joyful Stuff). Vastatakseen

suorempi, kuten eräät asiantuntijahaastateltavamme

lisäksi tuotteiden valmistajien on olennaista kehittää os-

näihin kuluttajaodotuksiin suomalaisen muotoilun on

asian ilmaisivat.

totapahtuman jälkeisiä palveluita, jotka auttavat ostajia

ymmärrettävä, että ihmiset haluavat kuluttaa valikoi-

Neljännessä luvussa, jonka nimi on Virtaava tavara

pitämään tuotteistaan parempaa huolta tai säilyttävät

vammin. He haluavat hankkia tuotteita, joiden käyttö

(engl. Flowing Stuff), kerrotaan viimeisestä innovaa-

kuluttajien mielenkiinnon hankkimiinsa tavaroihin.

tuottaa iloa ja vetoaa yhtäaikaisesti moniin aisteihin.

tiomahdollisuudesta. Luku kuvaa kuluttajien kasvavia

Raportissa kuvatuista neljästä innovaatiomahdollisuu-

Suomalaiseen muotoiluun ei ole ehkä aina luontevas-

odotuksia siitä, että tavaroiden tulisi ”virrata” soljuvas-

desta Hyödyllinen tavara on kaikkein kypsin osa-alue:

ti liitetty iloisuutta ja leikkisyyttä, mutta koronaepide-

ti omistajalta toiselle ja yhdestä käyttötarkoituksesta

odotukset tavaroiden pitkäikäisyydestä ovat levinneet

mian muovaamassa maailmassa ilon kaipuu on nähtä-

toiseen. Ihmiset ajattelevat, että fyysiset materiaalit

laajimmin kuluttajien keskuudessa eri markkinoilla. Ku-

vä olennaisena kuluttajatarpeena.

ja tavarat kulkevat koko ajan eteenpäin, ja näkevät it-

luttajien kasvava kiinnostus tavaroiden pitkäikäisyyteen

Kolmannessa luvussa kirjoitetaan mahdollisuuksis-

sensä tavaroiden väliaikaisina käyttäjinä. Tuotteen voi

suo suomalaiselle muotoilulle tilaisuuden hyödyntää

ta, joita synnyttävät kuluttajien odotukset siitä, että

hankkia käytettynä tai uutena, mutta sen omistaja on

funktionaalisuuteen ja käytettävyyteen liittyvää osaa-

fyysiset tuotteet voivat myös korostaa ihmisten yh-

ainoastaan sen hetkellinen haltija, kunnes tavara siir-

mistaan tuotteiden koko elinkaareen ajan päämäränään

teyttä luontoon. Luvun nimi on Tavarat, joilla on yh-

tyy seuraavalle. Omissa tutkimuksissamme näemme

lisätä tavaroiden hyödyllisyyttä pitkäaikaisesti.

teys luontoon (engl. Stuff Linked to Nature). Siinä

ensimmäistä kertaa tällaisten odotusten saavan näin

Raportin toisessa luvussa kuvataan kuluttajien pyr-

kuvataan ihmisten kasvavaa halua löytää luontoa vä-

voimakasta jalansijaa ympäri maailmaa. Tämä antaa

kimystä tyydyttää uutuuden kaipuutaan hankkimalla

hemmän riistäviä tuotteita – tuotteita, jotka voisivat

viitteitä tavaran virtaavuuteen liittyvien odotusten no-

uudenlaisia ja innovatiivisia tuotteita. Tässä taipumuk-

jopa elvyttää luontoa ja ihmisyhteisöjä. Yhteys luon-

peasta kasvusta myös jatkossa.

sessa ei ole tietenkään mitään uutta – ihmiset ovat

toon on syvällä suomalaisen muotoilun DNA:ssa, mut-

Neljännessä luvussa kuvattu muutos heittää haas-

hankkineet tavaroita aiemminkin piristämään miel-

ta on tärkeää ymmärtää, miten luonnon rooli ihmisten

teen suomalaiselle muotoilulle innovoida jatkuvasti

tään ja tuottamaan iloa. Mutta maailmassa, jossa ku-

mielissä on muuttumassa. Kuluttajat odottavat yrityk-

uusia tapoja tehdä tavaroiden kuluttamisen tavoista

lutukseen liittyy yhä enemmän ristiriitoja ja jännittei-

siltä uudenlaisia tapoja huomioida luonto keskeise-

entistä tehokkaampia. Esimerkiksi kiinnostus käyte-

tä, kuluttajat etsivät nyt tapoja tyydyttää tätä kaipuuta

nä osana tuotteen kehitystä ja valmistusta. Tavaran

tyn tavaran kulutukseen kasvaa jo harppauksin maa-

ilman huonoa omatuntoa. Siksi toisen luvun nimi on

valmistajien suhteen luontoon on oltava aidompi tai

ilmanlaajuisesti, mutta markkinoilla on vielä paljon
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tilaa uusille innovaatioille, joiden ansiosta kuluttajat
voisivat olla tavaran väliaikaisia haltijoita sen sijaan,
että olisivat aina niiden loppukäyttäjiä. Tutkimuksemme todistaa, että kuluttajat ympäri maailmaa odottavat uusia teollisia tuotantomalleja, jotka mahdollistaisivat paremmin tällaisen kuluttamisen.
Johtopäätöksemme on, että kaikki tekstissä esitellyt
innovaatioalueet avaavat suomalaiselle muotoilulle tilaisuuksia toimia maailmanlaajuisesti esimerkkinä siitä,
miten yksilöt, yritykset ja julkiset toimijat voivat kehittää
yhdessä parempia tapoja kuluttaa ja tuottaa tavaroita.
Erilaiset taustat ja osaaminen ovat rikkaus.

Photo: Space of Mind, Studio Puisto Architects Ltd, photo by Marc Goodwin, Archmospheres
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Introduction
SINCE 2020, the COVID-19 crisis has shaken people’s per-

ities these new sustainability-related expectations open

of consumer behaviour for nearly half a decade was com-

ceptions of the world. The pandemic has uprooted cer-

for Design in Finland. We will do this by presenting four

ing to a slow but inevitable end. The abundance of choice

tainties and broken habits. And more recently, in Europe,

distinct opportunity areas: Useful Stuff, Joyful Stuff, Stuff

had led to the “take, make and dispose” culture, and peo-

we have learned that this is neither the only nor the last

Linked to Nature and Flowing Stuff, all of which have in-

ple were reacting. They were becoming more intentional,

crisis that will impact our world experience.

ternational mass-market potential.

less careless, and more selective in their choices.

Despite these upheavals, the big picture of how and

We will present the four opportunity areas in more de-

In this report, we will pick up the story to see how con-

why consumer behaviours are changing has primarily re-

tail on page 11 of the report, before diving into each one

sumer behaviours and expectations have evolved since

mained the same. The macro drivers, such as digitaliza-

of them separately.

then. The deep dive reveals a surprisingly significant

tion, global warming, and reduction of biodiversity, are

change. Throughout the report, we will recount this trans-

still present. The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated

formation in more detail by describing how consumer

ing them down. To successfully navigate these turbulent

Consumers are moving towards
sufficiency

times, companies will need to grasp the general direction

The findings of this report reflect our long-lasting inter-

to consume better but also to recognize when there is

of the behaviour changes and develop a deeper under-

est in the fascinating relationship between people and

enough and be satisfied.

standing of what is yet to come.

the material things in their lives. Six years ago, we took

Underpinning this is increased awareness of the misuse

This report aims to help companies to attain this un-

the first steps on this journey by conducting a large inter-

of the limited materials that make up the planet on which

derstanding. It will show how people’s expectations of

national study with leading-edge consumers. The Lead-

we live. This movement is not smooth. It is full of tensions

goods are changing now and indicate what people will

ing-Edge is our term for a group of forerunners, a section

and contradictions that reflect how consumers feel con-

want from stuff next.

of the population who are sensitive to the changes around

flicted by the necessary choices in their everyday lives.

The report’s focus is through the lens of sustainability,

behaviours have changed between the 2016 report and
now. Still, in sum, this transformation is a desire not only

Photo: Fabricant

behaviour changes already engaged, rather than slow-

them and who can act as our window to the future.

or more precisely, on the multiple ways sustainability is

In the 2016 study (documented in a report that was pub-

intertwined in consumers’ other expectations for physical

lished by Sitra in the same year), our conclusion was that

goods. Our ambition is to point to the exciting possibil-

the extensive consumption which had directed the course
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How sustainability intertwines
with people’s everyday
consumption across the world*:
Despite these tensions the direction remains clear: it is a

• People are weighed down when things have fallen into

transition towards more moderate consumption – a shift

unuse or underuse. And even before this happens, they

to what could be described as a sufficiency paradigm.

are aware of the imminent burden. They have awoken to

• People want to find better alignment between their values and how they consume.

• People try to recognize when they have enough. They
are learning to put the brakes on excess and move towards moderation.

• People struggle to become less dependent on material
things and find a balance between the joy of new things
and moderation in acquisition.

• People pull back from emotional attachment to things.
• People focus on use. They are more interested in the value that things bring when they are in full use and not so
caught up with the idea of possessions.

the need for “life after” solutions and considerations.

• People feel an urge to be connected to nature and find
regenerative relationships.

90 % 73 % 79 %
of people agree that
they are willing to pay
more for something if
they know they will
use it for a long time.

• People expect sustainable change on an industrial scale,

of people agree that
they always consider
the afterlife of the things
they buy and usually
choose things that
won’t go to landfill
even if they cost more.

which can only be achieved if companies and the public
sector work together.

of people agree that
they don’t expect
brands / companies that
they buy from to have a
perfect environmental /
sustainability track record, but they do expect
them to be constantly
improving.

67 % 58 %
of people agree that
where feasible, they
consciously choose
products made from
natural materials rather
than synthetics.

of people agree that they
prefer to spend time out
in nature rather than
shopping for new things.

*The figures presented here are derived from a seven-market quantitative research conducted in
November and December 2021 as part of the project which led to publishing of this report.
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Design in Finland defined broadly
In the following pages, we will detail consumers’ move towards increasing sufficiency by depicting how this change
manifests itself in the four opportunity areas described in
the report. Our intention is to contemplate what these
manifestations may mean for Design in Finland – now and
in the mid-term future (span of 3–5 years). The suggestions should be seen as a starting point for discussion, not
as exhaustive conclusions.
Here, it is important to note that we have chosen to use
a broad definition of design when we discuss Design in
Finland. This definition includes design of products, services, business, systems, and even society, and reflects
the views of many of our expert interviewees. The re-

Against this background, Design in Finland can be understood through a set of characteristics, which have
been born in the context of Finnish society, as a response
to a host of national and international stimuli. It remains
confident in its heritage but ready and willing to question
its myths in a quest for relevance, now and in the future.

“Design is quite often also connected to our lifestyles
and our values. This is something where we can be different: It is not how things look; it’s also why we’re doing these things. It’s how we use design, and what’s the
purpose of design thinking that’s more important. So,
that’s a good thing, and I think we have a good base.”
Arto Sihvonen, Founder, Creative Director, Måndag

port also takes an equally broad view on Finnish Design
geographically and ethnically. The term incorporates all
design work that is associated with Finland, whether it
is done by Finnish brands or individuals working abroad,
or individuals from different parts of the world working
in Finland.
To us, the report’s broad definition of Design in Finland
reflects the realities of a world that often isn’t defined by
physical borders or uniform national cultures.

“We have this idea that we’re a design country and we
have some of the greatest design schools over here. And
we have strong values as a country, and we’ve stood up
for the little guy always. But is it a myth? As designers,
can we really live up to the idea and the ideal that we
have?”
Ervin Latimer, fashion designer and writer

Photo: Space of Mind, Studio Puisto Architects Ltd, photo by Marc Goodwin, Archmospheres
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Design in Finland
is grounded and
democratic

In a globalized world, it is challenging to talk about the design of a specific country. Despite this, some aspects are often associated with Design in Finland, while others seem to present an antithesis to it. This became clear in our exchanges with experts. During
the discussions, certain attributes were used repeatedly to describe Design in Finland.

What Design in Finland is

What Design in Finland is not

•

Grounded and functional

• Unnecessary noise

•

Clean, clear, pure

• Being unusable

•

Close to nature

• Being inaccessible

•

Close to the hand (manual work / craftsmanship)
and the act of making

•

Born of a creative tension between
satisfaction and doubt

•

Often still strongly associated with
industrial design

“First-hand dialogue and collaboration with
artisans are important. Also, a close collaboration with interior architects and clients
helps us a lot.”
Sebastian Jansson, Founding Partner, Made by Choice

“The opposite of design in Finland is a gift shop.”
Mika Pantzar, Professor, Centre for Consumer Society Research

“A society where everyone can share their
opinion is a superpower.”
Stefan Ytterborn, CEO and Founder, Cake

• A strong interest in sustainability and society
• A strong willingness to broaden the perspective
away from the object (e.g. service design,
business design) – essential for models to
support sustainability and biodiversity

• An emphasis on process (sometimes pushing to
the brink of unimaginative utilitarianism)

Design in Finland is influenced by
• A short distance between people, and ease of
collaboration

• Strong values: equal and democratic

“Design for all is a very strong foundation in
Finland, and maybe it could be also seen as a
part of Scandinavian thinking.”
Mika Pantzar, Professor, Centre for Consumer Society Research

• Creative generation open to multiple global influences

Photo: Space of Mind, Studio Puisto Architects Ltd, photo by Marc Goodwin, Archmospheres
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Why focus on stuff?
• Globally, it is urgent to decrease the need for virgin resources and to

A quick look at the report and
the research behind it
This report presents four new opportunity areas for Design in

an awareness or a conscious aspect to this consumption.

Finland which have international mass-market potential for

This is an opportunity with an interesting forward-looking

innovation. The opportunity areas are the following:

nuance of joy, focused on everyday elevation, rather than
a superficial hedonistic pleasure in acquiring stuff. Joyful

Useful Stuff: This opportunity describes a consumer ex-

Stuff elevates the everyday without the guilt trip of care-

pectation to use things for a long time. It highlights the need

less consumption.

for reparability, renewable things, end-of-life solutions, and
sustainably made things. This opportunity encapsulates a

Stuff Linked to Nature: If previously we saw that stuff

certain pragmatism and ability to detach oneself from pos-

could help to create a connection between people and

sessions. Stuff needs to be useful for a long time and the

communities in different ways (for example, sharing mod-

consumer wants to be able to project the usefulness of the

els, local commerce), now we see that the expectation is

product into the future (sometimes the far future). When

that stuff can also enhance a connection to nature and

something is no longer useful, it immediately becomes a

give people the impression of being more tuned in or

burden, something that needs to go. This is the most estab-

aligned with nature. Encapsulated in the opportunity is

lished and mainstream of the four opportunities.

an expectation of finding a form of renewal and ground-

address the challenges to biodiversity.

• Supply chains have become increasingly more complex, and the

world’s geopolitical upheavals indicate that we may be entering an
extended era of supply disruption.

• The middle class’s growth and inequalities between mature and

emerging markets raise questions about rights and responsibilities regarding access to stuff.

• Developments in, for example, digital fashion make it interesting to

explore whether the consumption of unsustainable materials could
partly be substituted by digital experiences.

• In recent years, especially since the COVID-19 crisis, consumers

have shown an increased desire for natural materials.

Most emergent

Flowing
Stuff

edness which are associated with nature. People are in-

Joyful Stuff: The second opportunity is about a desire and

creasingly looking for stuff that is less exploitative and

expectation for newness and the stimulation that comes

helps them to regenerate nature or society.

Flowing Stuff: This opportunity is the least established of

a desire for joyful self-indulgence. However, in a world

the four described. In this opportunity things “flow” fluidly

where consumption is increasingly a topic of controver-

from one owner and one usage to another. People see ma-

sy or tension, there is a desire for guilt-free joy. There is

terial as moving in a flow where one’s use is “temporary.”

Stuff with a link to
nature and society

Stuff Linked
to Nature

from new and innovative things. These are also things that
have the capacity to enhance self-confidence and fulfill

Stuff moving in a flow in
efficient ways

Useful
Stuff

Joyfull
Stuff

Stuff in use, longevity
and guilt-free joy

Most established

The four opportunity areas include consumer behaviours that have more mass-market potential,
as well as more emergent behaviours that are awaiting a more significant up-take among the mass
11
population.

Insights in data gathering

Models that appear here are second-hand, temporary

quantitative study was executed to validate and meas-

ownership and non-ownership models, and there is place

ure the changes observed among the Leading-Edge and

here for digital substitution. You might buy something new

identify relevance and traction among larger parts of the

or used, but you are only the custodian of the thing, until

population (mass market).

you move it on and somebody else takes it over. It is the

In addition, for this report, 14 experts were interviewed.

first time we see this expectation, across different catego-

We thank each interviewee for the fascinating exchang-

ries and across the globe with mass-market potential.

es that were instrumental in helping us to develop and
mature our perspective of contemporary Design in Finland and its relevance in the context of a changing glob-

Insights backed by robust data
The opportunity areas presented in this report are grounded on the first-hand qualitative and quantitative data gathered by Alice Labs Partners during an extensive multi-client project which took place between August 2021 and
February 2022. The project Stuff in Flux 2 was done in collaboration with five different partner organisations, one of
which was Design Forum Finland.
The data includes 300 hours of interactions – five hours
per respondent –, with 60 leading-edge respondents from
China, Germany, the USA, and Canada and a quantitative
study of just under 8000 people across seven countries
(Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Russia, US). The

al demand.
The research method is described in more detail in the
appendix.

The leading-edge interactions
(October 21).

National representativity gender
and age.

60 leading-edge consumers in

14 interviews with the following

China (Beijing, Chengdu), Germany
(Berlin + a mix of other large cities),
USA (Los Angeles and Austin) and
Canada (Montreal, Toronto,
Vancouver).

120 individual interviews.
60 tasks.
8 Hackfest’s.
300 hours

of
Almost
leading-edge consumer interactions.

experts on Design in Finland:

Måndag
Arto Sivonen, Founder, Creative Director
Finnish Design Shop
Teemu Kiiski, CEO
SVID
Jonas Olsson, CEO (Sweden)
Anna Velander Gisslén, Sustainability
Strategist (Sweden)
Made by Choice
Sebastian Jansson, Founding Partner
Tero Kuitunen, Designer

Quantitative measurements
(December 2021).

Centre for Consumer Society Research
Mika Pantzar, Professor

7 countries (Brazil, Canada, China,

Business Finland
Satu Kalliokulju, Senior Advisor, Foresight Asia

Germany, India, Russia, US).
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Useful Stuff
▷ The key change from 2016 to 2022: less attachment to things, more emphasis on their
usefulness.
IN OUR 2016 REPORT we saw a tendency for people to

develop emotional attachment to things that they used
and kept over time. People described how they considered things as more valuable because they had them for
a longer time.
In 2022 we see an evolution towards more pragmatism
and away from this emotional attachment to things. Us-

than before, as it is challenging for people to know exactly if and how something will be valuable in the future.

So, I started buying only things that
I really need and that I can wear for
a long period of time. …. Yes, I had
things in my wardrobe that I found
pretty nice but I never wore them and
then I was thinking this is stupid.

For most people this idea of longevity, or the contin-

Germany, Female, 41 yrs.

ued use of things over a long period, has a strong link to
sustainability. It moves people away from the take, make,
dispose behaviour of fast consumption. In this opportunity people want to make careful choices. This is the opposite of careless (or indeed couldn’t care-less) choices
that leads to stuff which is not in full use, gathering dust

Useful Stuff in numbers

or quickly redundant.

▷ Less attachment to things.
▷ More emphasis
on usefulness.

stuff. Repeatedly, our respondents told us about how they

a want or desire. And similarly, they questioned their fu-

42 %

ture need for things, wondering whether the need would

of all consumers

their lives. Time and again, they asked themselves if they
really needed a certain thing or whether this was simply

remain constant in the face of a changing life.
Today, buying or acquiring things has become a commitment to future use, and people are taking more time
to consider the implications of this commitment. They are
aware that stuff can quickly become a burden when no
longer in use. This concern makes choices more difficult

strong

Key behaviour driver:

ing stuff is more important than having and possessing
questioned the real usefulness and future use of things in

Mass potential:

62 %
of the Leading-Edge
consumers

Useful Stuff is the most mainstream and established opportunity.
62 % of the Leading-Edge and 42 % of all consumers surveyed identify strongly with the ideas
and concepts represented in the opportunity. This is a clear indication that the opportunity,
although still growing, already has strong mass-appeal and relevance.
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Behavioural change
During our research we found several behaviours amongst

“For example, an Airfryer. I never bought one because I

the Leading-Edge which exemplify how this opportunity

probably only eat fried food once a year, so I won’t buy it

manifests itself in people’s everyday lives.

because I want to use it once a year. I see that’s a waste. I
don’t think it’s necessary to buy it.”

Judging usage over time: The Leading-Edge are attract-

							

China, female, 43 yrs.

I don’t want things I don’t know what
to do with… I want fewer things, and I
want the right things. And I want to feel
solid in the decision-making process
that went into that, and excited about
whatever it is. And it needs to be useful
and beautiful.
US, Female, 34 yrs.

ed to the stuff that finds a meaningful place long-term in
their everyday life. They go beyond the initial appeal of a

Searching for convenience in ownership: For the Lead-

new thing to assess how they might use the product on a

ing-Edge, it is important that a product is “easy” to own.

longer term. From this perspective, reliability, repairabili-

They want reassurance that the company will assist

ty, and the way used materials look and feel, become im-

them if any problems with the product appear. The Lead-

portant. Style is important too, but only when it is in bal-

ing-Edge also wish to find easier ways to “pass the prod-

ance with usefulness.

uct forward” or find an after-life. Knowing that a product
has a useful end of life or after-life creates a sense of con-

Findings unused things a burden: The Leading-Edge are
cautious about things becoming burdensome. This can
make acquiring things very difficult. It is difficult to know
today, which things you will still find useful many years
from now. But this is what the Leading-Edge want to know.
They want to be reassured that the things they acquire
will not lose their usefulness over time.

venient ownership.

… especially outdoor clothing, I’m putting more emphasis on it [things
being long-lasting] as I’m buying
Patagonia and buy it because they
are really known for that … And as I said,
the additional [repair] service that they
are offering is also quite a bonus.
Germany, male, 31 yrs.
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Expectations of stuff:

Fits long term
use

cal product has the following qualities:

• Offers assurance for long-term usefulness / fit for everyday life.

• Provides guarantees of reliability and repairability. The

“…there seems to be this idea that we’re very
practical people somehow, it’s all about practicality and how things work in real life, which is, to
be honest, something that I actually really like.
Practicality is often talked down on, but I think
there’s a lot of strength in it.”

buyer needs to be confident that the product will last, and
the brand will take an active responsibility for keeping it

Ervin Latimer, fashion designer and writer

relevant and in use.

Materials

+

Versatility

possibilities for Design in Finland that we would like to
highlight.
Usability and usefulness are not the same thing: Something
may be very usable but not necessarily very useful. A flower vase for example is easy to use, but if you never have
flowers, it is not very useful. And the most useful things
are not necessarily the simplest.
In this opportunity, the best things are fully used on a
This makes it more likely that they will be useful for a

terials inherently promise longevity) of different materials

longer time. Nevertheless, the Finnish expertise in usabil-

matter.

texts and be easily adapted to different life situations.

+

regular basis and can be adapted to different situations.

• A focus on materials. Both quality and qualities (how ma• Versatility in use. Products should fit into different con-

Repairability

Based on these reflections, we see several interesting

Expectations of stuff
In this opportunity area, consumers expect that a physi-

+

ity can provide a foundation for developing products that
Consumers now increasingly emphasize long-term us-

will retain their usefulness over their entire lifetime.

age and want to see solutions that lengthen products’ life-

Useful Stuff – For Design in Finland

time and ensure their full use. These requirements go well
with the Finnish Design tradition of functionalism and us-

Respect for materials and emphasis on pragmatism and

ability, but they invite designers to pay attention to a host

functionality are often considered as common character-

of new issues. These issues go far beyond the mere ease-

istics of Design in Finland, as described in the beginning

of-use aspects of physical products because the primary

of the report. These qualities can be highly relevant in the

focus now moves onto making sure that stuff remains use-

Useful Stuff opportunity.

ful and not only easy to use, for its entire lifetime.

“Behind the focus on usability there is a strong idea
about democracy, universal design.”
Mika Pantzar, Professor, Centre for Consumer Society Research
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that the Design in Finland community needs to acquire a

sis on usage puts immense focus on materials and how

deep understanding of manufacturing and the use of ma-

materials can work best for people. Because of this, more

terials, as many of our expert interviewees stressed.

consumers are now interested in renewable materials and
qualities associated with them.

Emphasis on post-purchase engagement: Many Finnish

Design in Finland tends to have a respectful relationship

designer and design-driven brands are experimenting

to materials and an interest in using materials in the best

with post-purchase services to prolong the life of prod-

possible way. Today, this increasingly means using renew-

ucts. For example, Fiskars’ experimentation with repairing

able materials or new more sustainable materials.

frying pans can be mentioned. It is small-scale but relevant and interesting.

“Spare parts. So that’s one of the most asked for
things when it comes to our customer service…
We are choosing the products that have the
spare parts for our consumers, and this is something that I think will be a big thing in the future.
And of course, European legislation is moving
that way already.”

Photo: Reima Repait Kit, Reima

Quality and respect of materials: The increased empha-

CEO, Teemu Kiiski, Finnish Design Shop

There is an opportunity here to develop business mod-

“We need to have much better understanding
of manufacturing processes and materials.
And it is an interesting field because there is
a lot of happening.”

els that look at the user (as opposed to the consumer) and
brand relationships in a more holistic way. Such business
models may, for example, include repair and reconditioning services or offer spare parts or product upgrades to
extent products’ longevity. Through innovations, these

Simo Puintila, Industrial designer, Lecturer, Aalto University

services may in some product categories become as important than selling more of new things.
Teemu Kiiski, CEO of Finnish Design Shop with a long
experience from selling Finnish design, clearly recogniz-

All this provides a strong foundation for Design in Finland to answer to the consumers’ growing interest in products’ material qualities. Simultaneously, it also highlights

es the growing need for spare parts.

Catching up with EU leadership in repairability: In November 2020, the European Parliament passed the Right
to Repair Act (which came into law in March ’21). This act
requires manufacturers in Europe to ensure that electric
and electronic goods, such as televisions and fridges, can
be repaired for up to 10 years. In January 2021, France became the first country in the EU to bring a repairability index to electronics, including smartphones and laptops.
Now, Apple’s French site officially supports the repairability score labels for iphones and macbooks. It is of utmost
importance that Finland joins the leading countries in this
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Repair services
area and shows the willingness to approach stuff in a new
way in the domestic market.
In our interviews, aspects of taxation and subsidies were
discussed as well, in the context of making repairs more
attractive than buying new, for example. As one of our interviewees, Anna Velander Gisslén, Sustainability Strategist from SVID, the Swedish equivalent organization to
Design Forum Finland, pointed out, many tax reductions
currently benefit those who buy new instead of those who
repair existing goods.
In the section on Flowing Stuff, we will discuss more
broadly the potential of public and private collaboration
in changing systems of material consumption.

“If for example tax reductions are applied to the
consumption of environmentally friendly production, that can have a massive effect.”

FabPatch Vaatelaastari has developed a new business to increase the longevity of clothing and gear.
FabPatches are sustainable and easy rub-on repair
solution. The main collection is made with strechy
recycyled polyester, made from old PET-bottles. The
company collaborates with brands such as Joutsen
and Image Wear.
vaatelaastari.fi
Other Finnish brands are active in repairs, too. Reima,
the children’s wear brand, has developed a repair kit,
for example. The kit includes easy-to-use patches and
spare parts which do not require sewing.
www.reima.com
Finnish brand Arela has a knitwear care service for
their knits in stores.
arelastudio.com

Anna Velander Gisslén, Sustainability Strategist, SVID

Photo: FabPatch, Oikiat Design, photo by Harri Tarvainen
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Check list
What is innovation
The Useful Stuff opportunity area shows that consumers

colours, and forms. People, however, increasingly expect

expect brands to put much more emphasis on the use of

brands to tell them about the usage and usefulness of

their products, rather than focusing on selling new prod-

their products. Brands need to help their customers to

ucts only. Meeting these demands will require service in-

envision long-term usage-based product relationships.

novations.

The customer’s personal convenience remains impor-

These innovations may produce smaller ranges of prod-

tant, but in this opportunity, it is not the highest priori-

ucts with a clear focus on versatility and adaptation to

ty. People are prepared to invest more personal effort in

different situations. They may also lead to new types of

the selection and acquisition of certain things if they feel

warranties, different kinds of product-related (repair, up-

assured that the products will serve them well and for a

grade, or end-of-life) services, or maybe even new rec-

long time.

reational services that link intimately with the use of the
product – be it cooking or outdoors sports.
The challenge in this opportunity is to find income
streams that can compensate for those that come from
selling volumes. In principle, consumers have an appetite
for engaging more during the ownership cycle of a product. But in practice, innovation is still required to produce

▷ Communicate about how people can
use goods in the best possible way
▷ Expand the earnings logic in
post-purchase services
▷ Innovate, using materials that last
▷ Support users to get the most out of the
products
▷ Remove the barriers to purchase by providing new kinds of warranties
▷ Ensure there is a smooth way for customers to pass products on, when they no
longer need them

a more significant change in the consumer behaviour.
Innovation also needs to happen in the language that
brands use. Brands easily frame the choice between different products as a choice between different styles,

Photo: Arela, knitwear care
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Joyful Stuff
▷ The key change from 2016 to 2022: less aspiration for a light and mobile lifestyle, more
emphasis on finding lightness and joy through
everyday things.
IN OUR 2016 REPORT WE SAW that the Leading-Edge as-

pired to the idea of mobile lifestyle, unconstrained by the
weight of having too much stuff. People wanted to be on
the move, and they were willing to change and evolve.
This aspiration aligned well with a world perceived to be
in constant motion.
At the time, many people preferred products that helped
them to stay light and agile. Relationship to things zoomedin on functionality and how functional features of physical
things could support a life of constant evolution. The desire to remain light and be on the move also manifested

COVID-19, they have shifted their focus to finding joy in
the place they live. Consequently, a more relaxed relationship to things has appeared.
So, if I can find little ways and little hacks to make
life just slightly easier. I think it’s worth the investment in the long term... Because I already feel like I’m
fighting an uphill battle …(I ask) psychologically how
does this affect me, like I bought a very nice fancy
electric kettle during the pandemic. And it’s how I drink my
coffee and that you know it heats it up very fast, it stays at
a certain temperature, it’s a very ergonomically useful, like
that is worth the price and the aesthetic of it as well.
									

US, female, 28.yrs.

itself in the way people wanted to minimize the number
of things that they had in their life. People talked about

In this more anchored way of life, things can still create a

getting rid of stuff, using terms such as ‘purging’ and ‘cut-

feeling of lightness, but this feeling comes primarily from

ting’ – a language of reduction that was border-line vio-

being surrounded by things that produce joy. It is impor-

lent. Marie Kondo was moving into mainstream focus, and

tant to understand that this desire of surrounding oneself

decluttering was becoming a “thing”.

with joyful things does not lead to excessive, unconsid-

In 2022 the aspiration has evolved. As people’s physi-

ered, or careless consumption, however. Instead, we see

cal movement has been restricted in recent years due to

consumers looking for ways to find joy in everyday life,

If you’re in our home, from the
things that you see you’ll get a
sense of what we care about.
And it doesn’t have to be significant (things) at all … you can
see a pink and yellow and kind of
clay coloured thing in the background… that’s a shower curtain.
And it’s absurdly expensive for a
shower curtain, but it brings me
so much happiness, because it
transcends (the idea) of a shower curtain. It’s like a little piece of
art in our house. It’s a pop of colour … Like this is the shower curtain. It’s always going to be cool.
US, male, 37 yrs.
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in both small and big ways. People want to find things

“(My wearable device) has more features and it can re-

which will help them to boost their mood, enhance them-

place my cell phone. So, I’m excited while I accomplish

selves or improve their mental health, without simultane-

my goals. I picked it because I can set a goal and then get

ously making them feel guilty for the purchases. To put it

feedback and you feel it’s good stimulation and it will help

briefly, this opportunity area is about allowing consumers

you form good habits after you accomplish your goal. So,

to feel care-free but not care-less.

it’s a kind of everyday stimulation.”

Behavioural change

My Brompton (affectionately called
Brommie) is not just any folding bike.
It’s the platonic form of a folding bike…
It has a place in my heart due to the persistence of the bike in my day-to-day life.
It’s my main form of transport, but because it can fold, it never leaves my side
when out of the house.
Germany, male, 26 yrs.

									China, female, 36 yrs.

Joyful Stuff in numbers

Mass potential:

Our research uncovered several behaviours amongst the

Multi-sensorial experience: The Leading-Edge often de-

Leading-Edge that exemplify how this opportunity mani-

scribe that a good product experience appeals to a com-

fests itself in their everyday lives.

bination of senses. The joy evoked by the joyful objects,

Key behaviour driver:

many of which were everyday household items, was tac-

▷ Less aspiration for
a mobile lifestyle
▷ More emphasis on
finding joy in everyday things

Elevating mood: The most joyful things are things that en-

tile, visceral, emotional – and often very personal.

able people to do more, and to get into a certain “mood”.
The joyful things that people talked about were typically

“Yeah, there’s a practicality of it (a hat), just providing

things which elevated their day. These things made them

shade. And a lot of times I’ve even come to recognise

feel better about themselves and lifted their spirits.

that the sun’s kept out of my eyes in a beautiful way. It
also gives me perspective because it frames what I’m

Hacks for improving everyday life: For the Leading-Edge,

looking at and what not. And it gives me the ability to

simple things can bring small incremental improvements

actually observe.”

to the quality of life. Again, and as a coherent evolution

										 US, male, 32 yrs.

from the 2016 findings, this is less about the object itself
and more about what the object can do for you.

35 %

strong

of all consumers

61 %
of the Leading-Edge
US, Female, 28 yrs.
consumers

Joyful Stuff (like Useful Stuff) has very high appeal for 61 % of the Leading-Edge and has already
chalked-up quite significant interest among the masses, with more than a third (35 %) of all consumers surveyed indicating the relevance and appeal of the opportunity in their everyday lives.
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Expectations of stuff:

Heighten
everyday

+ +

Not generating
guilt

+

Be the latest /
new

Expectations of stuff

design. Our culture often emphasises purposefulness

The opportunity that Joyful Stuff presents for Design in

The preference for solutions for this opportunity is a com-

and practicality, rather than joy or playfulness.

Finland does not neglect function and aesthetics. On the

The same attitude can at times be seen in the Finnish

contrary, something that is joyful needs to fit into peo-

Design. As several of our expert interviewees noted, De-

ple’s lives. It needs to elevate people’s minds and their

• It is a part of everyday life. The product makes life bet-

sign in Finland may sometimes become so pure and sim-

everyday experience. In this sense, a truly joyful product

ter, it elevates the everyday experience without creating

plistic that it is on a brink of being boring and non-engag-

must be human-centric in an all-encompassing way.

distractions.

ing. Reductionism can go too far. Commenting on this,

bination of the following:

+

Enhancing
mood

fashion designer Ervin Latimer pointed out that bold and

• It does not generate guilt. The product feels intentional,

“out there” designs can be relevant over decades, as well.

not careless. Responsibly made products are essential.

Tero Kuitunen, a multidisciplinary designer, challenged
pure functionalism as the only way of being an essential

• It is the latest/new and innovative, but in the sense of

part of people’s everyday life.

opening opportunities for learning or doing new things.

Tero Kuitunen, designer

The product represents fresh, new perspectives

• It makes a psychological difference in life and improves
mood.

Joyful Stuff – For Design in Finland

“I have never believed that form follows function.
For me it can also be enough that objects create joy… it does not mean that objects would not
have an important part in people’s everyday.”

“And I think it’s a shame that there seems to be
this idea, at least in fashion, that if it’s minimalistic and clean, then it’s timeless. But there are
amazing, fabulous out-there designs that are also
timeless and valid, even after many decades.”
Ervin Latimer, fashion designer and writer

Joy is an aspect of customer experience that has not always had a natural place in the Finnish mindset about
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We have chosen to discuss three aspects that are impor-

generated or engaged by the usage experience, includ-

Annina Verkkomäki, Owner & Chief Creative Director,

tant for Design in Finland in this opportunity area:

ing joy, however. Satu Kalliokulju, Senior Advisor, Asia

with over 20 years’ experience in working with design re-

foresight stresses the need to think about consumer ex-

search, colours and materials in technology industry, un-

periences more broadly, to engage people.

derlines the importance of multi-sensorial experiences,

Beyond usability: Good usability has been an elementary part of Design in Finland for a long time. This can be

but suspects that Finnish Design still sometimes strug-

partly explained by the strong development in usability

gles with producing them.

research and human-computer interactions design in the
1990s and onwards. But professor Mika Pantzar points out
that the Finnish ergonomics research of the 1950s and
1960s has also contributed to the usability thinking with-

“We should not think that there is a contradiction
between pragmatism and fun.”
Satu Kalliokulju, Senior Advisor, Foresight Asia,
Business Finland

in Finnish Design.

“In the 50s and 60 the focus on ergonomics was
strong, which was then in the 90s turned into
design for usability.”
Mika Pantzar, Professor, Centre for
Consumer Society Research

The Finnish usability tradition puts an emphasis on certain aspects of usability: it is mostly concerned with making things work in the most seamless ways. Simultaneously, it sometimes neglects the emotions that might be

Multi-sensorial experience – digital and real: Building
joyful engagement requires a multi-sensorial and broad
approach to the human experience. As more and more

“Over 70 % more engagement with the brand
comes from experiences that are tailored for more
than 3 senses… We need multidisciplinary collaboration, to understand in a broader sense how we
can engage users with experience-driven design”
Annina Verkkomäki, Owner & Chief Creative Director,
Omuus

activities become digital, it is essential for brands to keep
in mind that physical and social interactions are also core
elements of experiences that provide balance and joy.
Design needs to invite engagement on many different
levels: rational, emotional, and even spiritual, and the process should start with a comprehensive understanding of
the human experience. Physical things can at their best
make people feel more elevated and lighter.

Digital substitutes: The Joyful Stuff opportunity area also
opens interesting possibilities for companies to create
new digital experiences. In fashion, for example, digital
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Technology to create elevating everyday
habits and rituals
Technology can feel “fragmenting”, dividing our attention and diminishing our focus. But there are also
substitutes can offer an opportunity to provide customers

they manage to accomplish this with a much smaller eco-

technologies that generate joy or offer support to

with an experience of constant change and novelty with-

logical footprint.

people.

What if people’s desire for stimulation and newness

The latter is true with the Oura ring. Many Oura us-

Finland is a digitally savvy nation, and it is important that

could largely be met in virtual worlds, thereby supporting

ers describe it as a valuable companion because it

the new playing grounds of the Metaverse, augmented

the aspiration to cumulate fewer real things in the physi-

brings new routines and more structure in their daily

and virtual reality, will be considered from the perspective

cal environment?

lives. During the COVID-19 pandemic, this quality has

out exploiting material resources.

of providing more sustainable consumption experiences.

been especially appreciated, as people’s days have
often been lacking normal structures. Using Oura has
Previously, tracking devices, and health tech-

The Joyful Stuff opportunity area provides an interesting

nology in general, have perhaps often been seen

challenge as in some ways it becomes closest to the tra-

as performance oriented. During the pandem-

ditional ideas about product innovation. In this opportu-

ic, Oura’s primary value for many users has been

nity area, there is still a need to produce goods that offer

its ability to help them feel physically better and

excitement, newness, and simulation, but the challenge is

enjoy life in a softer and non-competitive way.

Photo: Fabricant: Adidas x Karlie Kloss

What is innovation

been a psychological boost.

to do this in a way that won’t lead to over-consumption or
unnecessary and unconsidered use of valuable resources.

https://ouraring.com/

Companies tapping into this opportunity will need to
find innovative and sustainable ways to make people’s
lives enjoyable and easier. Against this background, one
of the most interesting areas of innovation may be digital
substitutes. After all, they have a capacity to evoke similar feelings as the more hedonistic forms of shopping, but
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The Fabricant, a digital fashion house, has collab-

Founder and CEO, Kerry Murphy, a Finnish entrepre-

orated with a wide range of different players within

neur based in the Netherlands was interviewed by

fashion to develop digital garments. Amongst others,

Wunderman and Thompson.

they have worked RTKFT, a start-up recently acquired
by Nike.
In this project, the aim was to create the gen-

“Do you think we’ll ever get to a point where digital
possessions will replace physical possessions?”
“I don’t know if ‘replace’ is the right word. They’re

der-fluid RenaiXance collection of digital garments,

adding value. They can be a counterpart to physi-

which were minted as non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

cal possessions, but they can also have a life of their

The digital garment collection was influenced by the

own, completely disassociated from physical reality.

Renaissance period styles, but it was made purely
for a digital universe.

What I think will happen, especially for the fashion
industry, is that by introducing these digital business
models, we’re going to reduce the number of physical

https://www.dezeen.com/2021/04/27/the-fabri-

items. People are going to start seeing value in digital

cant-renaixance/

items and realize that they’d rather interact with a digital item or have an infinite wardrobe of digital fashion
items but a very limited wardrobe of physical items.”
https://www.wundermanthompson.com/insight/

Photo: Fabricant: Puma

kerry-murphy-founder-and-ceo-the-fabricant
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Bold and playful
There are several young Finnish designers and new
brands that go against the tendency of the Finnish
design heritage to stress hyper-functionality. Hanna
Anonen and Tero Kuitunen can be mentioned in this
context.
“The pieces, which are often made from painted
wood, are characterised by bright colours, unexpect-

Interestingly, a similar attitude about design has
also been relevant during other gloomier times.
Professor Mika Pantzar told us about the foundational ideas behind Marimekko.
“The idea of Armi Ratia (founder of Marimekko)
was to bring “colour to people’s homes”. In the
black and white, and fairly gloomy, Finland, this
was a crazy big thing.”

ed ideas and playfulness.”
https://www.hannaanonen.com/
“I love to use bold colours, unexpected forms and
humour. With these choices I want to evoke people
Photo: Tero Kuitunen, photo by Maija Astikainen

with questions, make them happy and find insightful
solutions.”
www.terokuitunen.com
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Check list
▷ Elevate people’s everyday – see your products as levers for mood-management and
mood-boosting
▷ Plan for all senses
▷ Create ways to experience the new and
the exciting without feeling guilty about
consumption
▷ Use all channels available to engage with
customers through multiple senses. Develop
true sensorial, omni-channel strategies.
▷ Experiment with digital substitutes

Photo: Marimekko, Fun in Finland, photo by Tony Vaccaro, 1964.
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I love nurturing plants. I feel bad when
I’m so busy that some of them croak
(die)... So, for me, taking care of other
things is taking care of myself.

Stuff Linked to Nature
▷ The key change from 2016 to 2022: less focus
on social moments, more emphasis on creating
deeper connections to people and nature – the
surrounding world.
IN OUR 2016 REPORT we saw the Leading-Edge using

objects in social situations to connect with people and
heighten shared experiences.
Today we see an opportunity that goes beyond these
connections. It still includes the connections to people
but also between people and nature and extends beyond
the world of goods into the natural environment.
This opportunity is about an aspiration to define oneself
as a part of an environment, be it a social or natural one,
and not in opposition to it. Human history has been to a
great extent about creating distance from nature. Now we
see a desire to change this, especially among the Leading-Edge.
This is not necessarily a realistic aspiration, but it points
to a new or emerging realisation of the power of nature
and the need for the collective.

realize that we are dependent on nature and that we also

US, female, 34 yrs.

rely on others for many things, not the least of which is
social contact.
The practical expression of this is that we now see people feeling more closely connected with nature. In very
concrete ways this connection is expressed by the desire
to spend time in nature and to surround oneself by natural materials. People see nature as a means of disconnecting and even de-toxifying. We have seen how people

Stuff Linked to nature
in numbers

attribute higher performance to natural versus artificial
materials. One often cited example of this is the natural
heat-regulating features of cotton, linen, or Merino wool.
Another expression is that of the connection to people and the collective. This is seen in the interest in local,
small brands/companies, and things that are handcrafted or made by someone, a “real person”. There is an as-

26 %
of all consumers

Mass potential:

early stage
Key behaviour driver:

▷ Less focus on
social moments
▷ More emphasis on
creating deeper connections to people
and nature

piration to feel a connection to the makers of the things
in people’s lives, to feel connected to the people behind

47 %

the objects. This is often exemplified by the interest in the
stories behind the things.

COVID-19 was a good reminder of this. The virus showed

of the Leading-Edge
consumers

us the force of nature and, in many ways, reminded us of
people’s place in the bigger scheme of things. It made us

The Stuff Linked to Nature opportunity is less developed than either Useful Stuff or Joyful Stuff and
is an opportunity in evolution. It has high traction for almost one in every two of the Leading-Edge
and one in four of the population overall. Although more early stage in its development it is still a
significant opportunity to explore.
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Behavioural change
During the research, we identified the following behaviours that are key to this opportunity.

Experiencing nature as an alternative to consumption: People feel closer to nature and perceive nature experiences as invigorating. They even talk about leveraging
experience of nature to break (bad) habits. The connec-

“If possible, I try to buy things that are local, I try to buy
things that support smaller makers, as well, as opposed
big institutions. Part of that comes from the fact that I
used to be a small maker. I had a food company, I used to
be a small maker, I was making snacks, in a commercial
kitchen and working farmers markets. And so, I have a lot
of empathy for that.”

…being calm and relaxed, this is how this
camera also helps me to pull myself out
of the everyday stress and just stay in the
moment and relax, when I’m sitting on
the mountain top and waiting for the sundown or the sunrise it’s kind of just enjoying the moment and not thinking too much
about anything else.
Germany, male 31 yrs.

										US, female, 34 yrs

tion to nature has in people’s minds a democratizing effect. Everyone should have access to nature, everyone is
somehow part of nature.

Connection to nature through materials: Bringing the
outside in and close to the body, people aspire to surround themselves with nature and natural materials, in
the hope of creating more harmonious and calming environments.

Connecting to people through the way things are
made: Selecting things that are handcrafted, or made by
a small brand, or brands, with purpose, made locally or
close are all ways of maintaining connections in society
and creating contribution and balance.

So, I have wool shirts that I paid more
money for. But I know for a fact, those
things are gonna last me for a while. A
crappy shirt is not gonna work really well
in summer, it’s not going to keep you cold.
Whereas a wool shirt is probably going to
keep you a little cooler in the summer and
a little warmer in the winter.
US, male, 32 yrs.
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Expectations of stuff:

Have low
negative
environmental
impacts

Expectations of stuff

Stuff Linked to Nature – For Design in Finland

The preference for solutions for this opportunity is a com-

The Nordics have a unique and close relationship to na-

bination of the following:

ture. Nature is near and, as CEO and Founder Stefan Yt-

• It is not perceived to have a negative environmental im-

countries make it accessible. In Finland, a testimony to
an active relationship to nature is also how much time

for the planet. We expect that this will also evolve as envi-

people spend outdoors walking, concluded Professor

ronmental information becomes more readily accessible.

Mika Pantzar.

equality and inclusiveness, contrasting with past expressions of exclusiveness and dominance.

• It is timeless, as nature is timeless and has little to do
with changing fashion.

• It has positive energy. When things are closer to nature,

+

Be timeless

+

Materials
that have
good energy

stuff and nature grows in importance in the consumers’
minds globally, Design in Finland can explore and harness
its living nature connection in novel ways.

terborn pointed out, every-mans-rights in the Nordic

pact. There is a simplified belief now that natural = good

• It is basic and ordinary. This is a subtle message about

+

Be basic
&
ordinary

“If you look at time usage studies, there is no other place in the world where people walk as much
as we do. And this time is mostly spent in nature.
Such observations show us that nature has a very
special place in the lives of Finnish people.”

“...People are really trying to connect again to nature and trying to find more sustainable ways to
consume. I think in the end, it will be very good for
many Finnish design brands. The challenge is to
really make it clear to consumers that these (Finnish design) products are built on sustainable principles. Consumers want to know what it means if
something is said to be sustainable.”
Teemu Kiiski, CEO, Finnish Design Shop

Mika Pantzar, Professor, Centre for
Consumer Society Research

made by people or from natural materials they are perceived to have good energy, and to be more vital.
This connection is subtly reflected in Design in Finland.
Most of our experts felt that a relationship with nature is
present, impacting what gets designed and how things
are designed and fabricated. As the relationship between
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more immediate ways. For example, during the COVID-19

perceive as more natural, but which are simultaneously

to renew its relationship to nature in the following ways.

pandemic, we have witnessed an explosion of interest on

more sustainable than many materials derived from vir-

houseplants and outdoors recreation amongst consum-

gin resources. Although today there is some confusion in

ers across the globe.

people’s minds about natural materials and sustainability,

Natural in “real” ways: The connection with nature in
Design in Finland has long been associated with groundedness and closeness to nature. It implies a relationship

the distinction will become clearer to the end consumer.

Today, Design in Finland has a possibility to re-assess

“So, in that sense, consuming the back country
(read: the wilderness) …. has become so much more
important than inspiring objects in a naturalistic kind
of way, whether it be again, ceramics, or glass or
whatever, with imagery connected, I think it’s,
it’s about the real thing.”

the role of nature and find alternative, more “real” ways of

Stefan Ytterborn, CEO & Founder, Cake

that is based on respect.
In the past, the usual expression of the relationship between nature and Design in Finland has been a hero designer finding inspiration in the beauty of nature at a distance.

bridging the gap between nature and humans. Consumers now want to be more closely connected to nature in

“Nature is still very important part of Design in Finland, but from a different perspective. In the 50s or
60s it was perhaps about the designers being influenced by the beauty of nature, but… now it is more
about the clean and uncontrolled nature… Getting
the real exposure to nature.”
Simo Puintila, Industrial Designer, Lecturer, Aalto University

Photo: Myssyfarmi, photo by Albert Romppanen

Based on our research, Design in Finland could find ways

At this time, they will inevitably look for ways to balance
their desire for naturality with more respect of resources
and biodiversity. Finland already has an excellent track
record in material sciences. It can further excel in creating materials that are respectful of nature, and design
innovative end-user products based on these materials.

From compensation to regeneration & biodiversity:

Innovating new “natural”: Unfortunately, not all natural

Compensation is the means through which many com-

materials are grown, harvested, or extracted in sustaina-

panies now often reach their sustainability target. Today,

ble ways, and some natural materials are near depletion

however, consumers are starting to expect more. This puts

and non-renewable. So, using only natural materials is

pressure on companies to rethink their business model and

neither sustainable nor always affordable.

innovate new methods for mitigating adverse environmen-

However, as the consumer market continues to grow,

tal impacts. The Leading-Edge expect to see sustainabili-

the desire to be closer to nature implies a potential radi-

ty in the core of companies’ business models. They want

cal increase in the demand for natural materials. This rep-

to see companies working towards minimizing harmful ef-

resents an important point of tension and an opportu-

fects, doing good for nature, and having positive impact in

nity to innovate and create new materials which people

scalable ways.
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Creating space of mind amid nature
What is innovation

The Finnish concept of a summer house / cabin is

Today’s leading-edge consumers expect that innovation

with hints of being willingly or unwillingly off the grid.

will start from a position of respect for nature. They want
to see systemic or holistic ways of thinking about consumption that is in harmony with nature. This way, “consuming” does not evoke the idea of using up and depleting. Rather, it incorporates the idea of keeping resources
alive, renewed, and regenerated.
Consumers are also keen on taking a step away from the
artificial to explore which qualities in natural materials are
superior to those of artificial materials. They may, for example, appreciate Merino wool because it requires less
washing or prefer to use linen or hemp because of their
ability to regulate heat.
This opportunity, therefore, is not only about innovating final products but also about identifying new ways

founded on an idea of “going back to nature”, often
A collaboration between architecture studio Puisto
and design companies Made By Choice and Protos
Demos, Space of Mind, is a contemporary modular
Finnish cabin providing a much-needed opportunity
to pause.
The goal of the project was to design a dedicated
space to think, recharge and unwind – a place where
it is possible find ‘peace of mind,’ explains the designer team.
https://www.wallpaper.com/architecture/space-ofmind-cabin-puisto-made-by-choice-protos-demosfinland

of producing them. The focus is on new materials and
new production methods that are fundamentally more
respectful of the natural world, compared to the earlier
counterparts. It is also about systems-level innovation of
everything, from food to cities, to transport, and waste.

Photo: Space of Mind, Studio Puisto Architects Ltd, photo by Marc Goodwin, Archmospheres
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Bringing the rejuvenating effects of nature into the office
The Finnish start-up Naava, is a world leader in green
walls which produce outdoor air for indoor environments. In 2021, they received equity investment of
€7M to further boost their global growth.
The start-up states that it is on “a mission to reconnect humanity with nature by creating human-friendly indoor environments”. According to the company,
its green walls will purify the indoor air from harmful chemicals which get into the indoor air through
structural leaks, furniture, and ventilation systems.
https://www.naava.io/office-design

creating more sustainable production methods. For
example, Sulapac is working closely with the cosmetics industry to develop more sustainable packaging.
“The new-generation lid of the N° 1 de CHANEL
Cream is made of 90 % bio-based materials from renewable resources: FSC™ certified wood chips that
are by-products of industrial side-streams combined
with camellia seed shells. It was a genuine technological challenge that has now resulted in several
patent-pending applications. Faithful to the House
of CHANEL’s exacting standards, every detail was
considered at length including the sensory quality of the material; its resistance to heat variations;
the unique sound of the jar closing; how it feels in
the hand; and the depth of the matte satin finish engraved with the iconic double C,” CHANEL explains.

New natural materials
Finland has several companies that are showing global leadership in the application of material science for

https://www.sulapac.com/blog/new-range-of-beauty-innovation-from-chanel-with-sustainable-sulapac-material/
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Check list
It’s not cool. It’s warm.

▷ Look to nature and science for innovation

Myssyfarmi is a farm-based design company from

▷ Rethink and reinvent processes around regeneration rather than compensation or mitigation

Pöytyä, best known for its wool hats.
The company is closely connected to the local community in Pöytyä. The company gets their unique
hand-dyed yarn from a local herd of Finnsheep, and

▷ Explore new business models that integrate
community and nature in the core of your
business

the wool hats are knitted by local retired ladies, known
as the Myssy grannies.
“These cheerful ladies are the essence of our brand,
knitting their own positive energy and wisdom into

▷ Keep focusing on new sustainable materials. Show new ways to apply these materials
in end-user products

every stitch, even hand signing each Myssy piece they
finish,” explains the company on their website.
This way, through its business concept, Myssyfarmi
can therefore tap on both consumers’ increasing in-

▷ Be more thoughtful about using rare virgin
resources

terest on natural materials and people’s growing sympathy for local, small brands.
https://myssyfarmi.fi

Photo: Myssyfarmi, photo by Albert Romppanen
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Flowing Stuff
▷ The key change from 2016 to 2022: less focus
on sustainability and social engagement as consumption alibis, more emphasis on personal engagement through everyday choices.
IN OUR 2016 REPORT we saw that there was an emerging un-

easiness about excessive consumption, but that consumption desire was still high. This tension pushed the Leading-Edge to search for ways to justify their consumption.
They became increasingly interested in brands with social
engagement or higher purpose. They looked for sustainable
engagement and focused more on intentionality. This expression was, however, generally niche and often premium.
In 2022 the Leading-Edge are even more conflicted about
consumption but they are focusing on new and concrete
actions, supported by a very real understanding of the circulation of physical things. They are concerned with where
things come from, what materials products are made of,
and where they go to (afterlife of things).
People do not see themselves as an endpoint in a consumption voyage. They find comfort in the idea that materials are moving in a flow and that their use of things is merely one stop on a longer journey that will continue. From this
angle, ownership can be a form of positive consumption.

Until now, in our global research, we have not seen the interest in the flow of things amongst so many leading-edge
consumers. This indicates that the idea will increasingly attract other consumers too, which points to a clear change
in the dominant consumer mindset.
Until recently, the interest in the flow of things has most-

I’m very glad to see the selling and buying of second-hand products. And if I do
that, I’ll show you that other than getting some money out of it (selling something), that things won’t go to waste, I try
to avoid waste. If I don’t sell it or try to let
other people use it, then it will be wasted
in my apartment. And its value would
be wasted.

China, male, 40 yrs.

ly existed in certain pockets of society. For example, second-hand shopping has in some markets been important
amongst the more eco-engaged segment and younger
consumers who have been looking for ways to balance

Flowing Stuff in numbers

budgets and still meet their need for things in a sustain-

mass-market level, turning the idea of a more “temporary”
ownership into a larger opportunity.
To tap into the growing opportunity, however, companies
will have to find ways to scale the existing local or community-based solutions or innovate new solutions to increase
the flow of things on an industrial scale. Many of these new
innovations might also require engaging with consumers or
the public sector to find interesting solutions that will truly
reach the expected scale and level of impact.

early stage
Key behaviour driver:

able way. Now we see that the expectation of the flow of
things has emerged in a much clearer way on a global

Mass potential:

▷ Less focus on
sustainability
▷ More emphasis
on personal engagement through
everyday choices.

18 %
of all consumers

39 %
of the Leading-Edge
consumers

The Flowing Stuff opportunity is the least developed of all the opportunities presented. It is however growing
among the Leading-Edge and has high traction with 39 %. It is still an early-stage opportunity for the larger
consumer base, but it is an opportunity that is strongly driven by external factors as well as consumer interest.
The context relating to materials, cost and scarcity will inevitably support a strong evolution within this
opportunity in the mid-term, even in the more mass-market segments.
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I don’t actually feel bad if I buy something at a thrift shop. Because it was
produced regardless. So, things like
that are easy, things to do.
Behavioural change
In our research, some important everyday life leading-edge
behaviours were found which can guide the understanding of this opportunity area.

Not pulling more into the system: For the Leading-Edge,
the ideal way of consumption is to consume things that
do not draw more raw materials into circulation. They
want to know that the resources already in circulation are
optimized. Therefore, second hand and re-purposing of
things feels good and enjoyable.

Temporary ownership / stewardship: Many of the Leading-Edge incorporate an idea of temporary ownership into
their consumption logic.
A product can be purchased for a specific use and then
sold on to someone else when no longer needed. This
temporary ownership includes a sense of stewardship or
responsibility for preserving the condition of things, as
this is in everyone’s best interest. It is seen as a more positive way of approaching effective use of resources and as
an alternative to such sharing models that are perceived

tive (e.g., bike sharing where many bikes are vandalized,
or simply neglected and then discarded).

US, female, 28 yrs.

“To be honest, in the past, we wasted a lot of resources,
for example, the shared bikes … people became excited
about it, but then they calmed down and those kinds of
bikes were just piled up there. I think it’s a pity that we
wasted those bicycles and that it will take a lot of manpower to clean the mess.”
									

China, male, 27 yrs.

Interest in on-demand: On-demand production and customization are seen as ways to ensure that dead stock is
minimized. If (virgin) resources must be used, this is one
way to ensure that only as much as is needed is drawn
into circulation.

So, it’s a lovely shop where you basically bring your own jars or whatever containers, and they scoop you whatever
you need. And so, there’s no packaging
or plastics or anything involved... you
refill just basically exactly how much
you need as. So that’s a really nice way
to minimize that footprint a little bit.

as encouraging careless use and thus deemed destruc-

US, female, 36 yrs.
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Expectations of stuff:

Be basic
&
ordinary

Expectations of stuff

Flowing Stuff – For Design in Finland

The preference for solutions for this opportunity is a com-

Circularity is becoming increasingly important as a re-

bination of the following:

sponse to the global environmental, resource and climate
challenges. Our research has shown that for the consum-

• It can be basic and ordinary, as a flow may be most effec-

er the idea of circularity takes on a specific meaning: they

tive when products are accessible for many people rather

perceive themselves as temporary stewards of stuff rather

than personalized or customized to few.

than “end point” owner-users. This idea is not new, but what
is new is the explicit global-level demand to find industri-

• It needs to be possible to pass-on and easily sold when no

al-scale solutions, beyond second-hand shopping and the

longer in use. Resale value is an important consideration.

existing models of take-back programs, for example.

Be
something
I can pass /
sell-on easily
when I no
longer use

+ +

+

Be usable
without
need for
ownership

+

Be digital /
virtual

Through cooperation, Design in Finland could work
across boundaries and existing silos to overcome barriers that currently hinder or stop the flow of things. To
succeed, it will be important to find ways to collaborate
smoothly and across disciplines between science and
practice, the public and private sectors, and grass-root
levels communities and policy makers. Finland’s strong
digital competences may be harnessed as well.
Based on our research, we are pointing to the following
opportunities for Design in Finland.

There is a strong need for new large-scale concepts and

• It can be shared and used by many. Certain sharing mod-

innovations but producing these will require open-mind-

Multi-disciplinary collaboration: Finland has a pub-

els (tools libraries for example) are more intentional and

ed cooperation between different players, across different

lic sector that functions well and that has an appetite for

less wasteful than others, and people see ways in which

competences. Finland is a small country, but in terms of

experimentation. The forerunner experiment conducted

sharing at a community level can work.

realising this opportunity, its small size may be a strength.

with basic income in 2017–18 is a good example of this.

Barriers to collaboration are particularly low in Finland. This

• It can be digital rather than physical. People see value

view was shared by many of our interviewees.

develop new experiments across the public and private
sectors to create a favourable setting for more effective

in digital substitutes in certain cases, perhaps pointing to
blockchain and digital ownership opportunities.

Design in Finland could build on these foundations to

“We have a short distance between players.
We have actually been better than many at using
design in the public sector.”
Anna Valtonen, Professor, Strategic Design, Aalto University

use of resources. Today, the most convenient option for
consumers is still most often to buy new things, with potentially detrimental effects through use of resources.
With multi-disciplinary collaboration, innovative new
commercial concepts might be developed which are
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supported by public incentives in the form of a balanced

also opens possibilities that relate to associated services

land to push the boundaries on the connections between

system of taxation and subsidies.

which will help consumers to acquire, keep, or perhaps

the physical and digital worlds. Currently, blockchain is

even increase (reconditioning for example) the value of

mostly used to track supply chains, but we believe that it

the purchased product.

could also open new possibilities for tracking consump-

“I think it’s really important that both private and
public sector can find each other and work together.”
Arto Sivonen,,Founder, Creative Director, Måndag

Against this background, an interesting area of innova-

tion. In the future, the technology could, for example, pro-

tion could also be financing models that will make bet-

vide a proof of authenticity for used products which are

ter-quality products accessible across all income levels,

resold to new owners.

instead of only for those with a certain financial ease. For
example, what if things – such as clothing – which we
have become used to seeing as almost disposable (after

What is innovation

use), could be seen as an asset that keeps its value? If this

There are high hopes and expectations for innovation

The functionality of Finnish design adapted to new
models of temporary ownership: Design in Finland is

was the case, a loan against such a product might not be

within this opportunity area.

often associated with pragmatism and functionality. In

investment loan, with a lower (or no) interest.

processed as a consumption loan at all, but rather as an

Post-covid, consumers expect that there will be a surge
in thinking about resource efficiency from new angles and
perspectives. They look forward to seeing solutions with

this opportunity area this is a great advantage. Many actors worldwide are now increasingly turning their atten-

Digital technologies to help the flow: In the future,

tion to building timeless collections that maintain their

technologies may become instrumental in maintaining

Amongst the Leading-Edge, we see that although com-

re-use and resale value, so a deep understanding of func-

the flow of things. We can imagine a not-too-distant fu-

munity models are respected, there is little belief that

tionality becomes a real strength.

ture when most stuff is connected via blockchain technol-

these models can solve problems at a significant scale

ogy, and where flows can be traced in much better ways

and that they are in some ways a “stop-gap”. For this rea-

than before.

son, the Leading-Edge want to see large commercial or-

Even quality premium products become accessible if
they keep their value and have a high resale value, especially if their design has from the very start incorporated

The flourishing tech start-up ecosystem in Finland pro-

the idea of products-in-the-flow. This opportunity space

vides a great collaboration opportunity for Design in Fin-

large-scale sustainability impacts.

ganisations stepping-up to the challenge of finding solutions at scale that will have a significant impact.
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“I don’t think that means we should let big organisations
get off the hook … But I think for me, and I’ll use H&M as
an example, because I have a lot of patience for H&M, …
they are continuing to move their dial.
So, they started with a little bit of their green conscious
collection that continues to grow. They have a sustainability summit in Copenhagen every year where they bring
smaller makers together to discuss and innovate and talk
about what they can do better. They have goals that they’re
transparent, about …
So for me, there will be that tension – if you’re a commodity, the most sustainable thing you can do probably is
shutter your doors, because we have so much commodity out in the world anyway - but if you are a commodity
and you are out there, I think it’s about showing incremental (sustainability) improvements in what you’re doing and
not getting stagnant.”
								

Canada, female, 50 yrs.

Scalable second-hand business

Public / private trials

Swappie is a Finnish success story that is based on

Finland has been quite agile in recent past in creating

circular consumption. The company sells refurbished

new policies to support societal innovation or inno-

smartphones throughout Europe via online channels.

vation in the intersection between private and public.

Since launching in 2016, Swappie has grown to be a

One such example is the cooperation between pub-

company of more than 1100 employees and €100M

lic and private players to encourage experiments with

annual revenue. Recently the company has received

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) solutions.

over a 100-million-euro investment to accelerate
growth further.

To enable these experiments, Finland has, as the
first country in the world, passed a law which inte-

The business’s success is at least partly based on

grates all modes of transport and makes it possible to

the industrial-scale operations for refurbishing used

build new, user-oriented transport services. The law

products and making it possible to buy and sell these

enables the creation of Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

products reliably. Before Swappie, refurbished phones

solutions which integrate different transport services

have primarily been sold in small shops only.

under a single mobility service. This way, a MaaS oper-

The Leading-Edge now expect industrial solutions to

ator can facilitate a diverse selection of transport op-

solve the challenges of the world. Swappie is a good

tions, be they public transport, ride-, car- or bike-shar-

example of taking something that has been local and

ing, taxi or car rental/lease, or a combination thereof.

non-standardised and turning it to an industrial model.
https://futuremobilityfinland.fi/vision/mobilihttps://www.hs.fi/visio/art-2000008600175.html

ty-as-a-service/

Photo: Swappie
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Sustainable workwear
Touchpoint is a Finnish company which innovates
solutions for workwear with a design philosophy starting from the RETHINK – REUSE – RECYCLE.
The company works with the whole value chain to
minimise the carbon footprint of work wear. Their goal
Photo: Touchpoint, photo by Antti Nikunen

is to make Finland’s first carbon-neutral workwear and
have the widest selection of environmentally friendly
materials.
https://www.touchpoint.fi/en/about-us
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Check list
“We believe in no stock”

▷ Plan for a series of buyers rather for one
end-user

The concept of Anna Ruohonen Label is based on the
idea of producing only on demand.

▷ Innovate new ways in which products can
maintain their value through a cycle with multiple owners

As the brand clearly states, one of the biggest challenges in the textile industry is production waste and
excess production (beyond demand).
The objective of the brand is to produce no surplus

▷ Continue to explore how to make second
hand irresistible for the buyers, highlighting
uniqueness, quality, resale price advantage
etc.

or unsold garments, no unnecessary stock, or useless
prototypes. The brand cherishes the principles of local production, Made in France / Made in Finland, in
the manufacturing process of their collections.

▷ Identify new ways for the private and public
sector to work together, with a shared ambition to create a conducive setting for more circular consumption

https://annaruohonen.com/anna-ruohonen-concept/

▷ Focus on scalable solutions that can be industrialised
▷ Push for new legislation, regulation, and
taxation which enable a better flow on things
in society

Photo: Anna Ruohonen, photo by Karoliina Jääskeläinen
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Summary and key learnings
THIS REPORT DESCRIBES how global consumer demand

for things is changing and becoming more environmentally focused. It reflects on the design opportunities this
change presents for Design in Finland by defining four
opportunity spaces that could be a starting point for innovation.
Each of the opportunity areas presents a slightly different innovation logic for Design in Finland:

• Useful Stuff: Innovation for long-term usefulness and
post-purchase brand engagement

• Joyful Stuff: Innovation for guilt-free elevation and multi-sensorial experiences

• Stuff Linked to Nature: Innovation for a more balanced
relationship between nature and communities, with the
emphasis on protecting the world’s finite natural resources

• Flowing Stuff: Innovation for making products flow on
a large scale, ranging from alternatives to ownership to
designing things (and associated services) which retain a
high resale value and create functional resale markets

More than tangible products
The uniting factor between the four opportunities is the
focus on positioning things/stuff in the broader context of
where, how, by whom and with what they are made, and
then how they are used and disposed of, instead of looking only at the products. For this reason, the opportunity
areas in the report explore:

recently, service design, and design thinking as a broader
discipline, have been widely promoted.
In all these traditions, an emphasis is on the outside-in
thinking. The ambition is to start from a deep understanding of societal changes and use this as the basis for business development across functions.
To tap the opportunities presented in the report, a
similar mindset will be needed. Innovations will only be

• How stuff is produced

made by the players in the Finnish Design community

• How to make stuff as useful as possible overtime

about the outside world and are prepared to act, based

• How real stuff can be substituted with digital alternatives
• How stuff can be a positive part of communities and na-

if they draw from the constantly updated assumptions
on this information.
The authors of this report also belief that in the future,
more radical re-thinking beyond the existing disciplines
and paradigms may be needed.

ture in different ways

• How products and materials can move more quickly and
easily as part of a material flow
This type of approach is not new in Finland. The need to focus on value creation, not the product, has been stressed
within the Finnish innovation ecosystem for decades. More
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Based on the research learnings, we want to highlight
three important large-scale transformations that may disrupt the future within the next 3–5 years.

Sustainability is no longer a choice: This report has
looked at sustainability through the lens provided by the
four opportunity areas, not as a separate issue. There is
a simple reason for that. Today, sustainability is already
a part of everything, and we can expect this to become
even more so, as sustainability becomes seamlessly integrated into any material-oriented value propositions.
This means that sustainability will take increasingly varied shapes and forms. Consumers will encounter it through
physical things which emphasize longevity, guilt-free joy,
connection to nature, or the joys of temporary ownership.
The fact that sustainability becomes a part of everything
also means that it will no longer be a value proposition.
Nor can it be considered as a competitive advantage for
very much longer. Instead, companies will have to perceive sustainability as a foundational aspect of business
that is needed to innovate the large-scale industrial solutions which consumers increasingly expect to see.

Value creation moves to post-purchase: People are in-

• Science and design/business: Many of the innovation

creasingly attentive to what happens after they have pur-

opportunities that this report describes will require a solid

chased a product. That is why it has become critical for

and deep scientific background. Lately, VTT and univer-

brands to engage with consumers, during and after the

sities have been successful in moving science towards

use of their products.

practical applications which have resulted in many excit-

People are also consciously trying to consume less. For
most, however, austerity is not aspirational in the long run.

ing spin-offs. This collaboration between science and the
private sector needs to be accelerated.

For the future, innovation can focus on ways that help consumers to derive more value and satisfaction from few-

• Public sector and private: Some of the opportunities de-

er products and to develop concepts that generate ex-

fined in the report will require proactive policy changes.

citement, satisfaction, and positive customer experience

More generally speaking, it is vital that the public and pri-

from continued use, rather than from the stimulation of

vate sector align on specific ambitions regarding sustain-

re-purchase. As of today, most companies in the goods

ability, and forcefully attempt to create best practices in

business are still focused on selling volumes and increas-

Finland. Presently, Finland is lagging in the policies which

ing available choice sets for consumers.

encourage consumers and companies to repair physical

Collaboration across different disciplines, private,
public, and consumers: Turning the defined opportuni-

Photo: Sulapac

Disruptive forces

products, for example.
• Interdisciplinary teams: It is essential to note that none

ties into good designs and feasible business concepts will

of the four opportunities can be fully seized without inter-

not succeed without a widespread cooperation. In short,

disciplinary thinking and capabilities.

the “hero designer” who works alone in his art will rarely achieve significant impact – instead, collaboration on

Looking to the future, Design in Finland may play an im-

many different levels will be needed:

portant role in incorporating sustainability into daily lives
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of people and businesses and do this without losing the
qualities that Finnish society and Design in Finland are
known for: pragmatism, the special relationship to nature,
low barriers for collaboration, and the leadership in technology innovation.
Building on these aspects, Finland could present a global example on how people and companies from different
backgrounds, different disciplines, and public and private
sectors can work together towards better ways of con-

Photo: Arela, knitwear care

suming stuff.
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Epilogue
Through our research in recent years, we have witnessed

We would like to thank all those who have given their

a growing consumer demand for new business concepts

time to this collaboration, which has been deeply insight-

built with intentionality and sustainability in their core.

ful, enjoyable, and source of optimism for the future.

Currently, however, we see that the reaction to this clear

Thank you to Päivi Kaira, Anne Veinola, and Anna Sa-

demand by businesses is still quite slow. The consumer

volainen from Design Forum Finland, for being support-

appetite for new products and solutions is present across

ive, constructive, and fun to work with. Thank you to Sitra

the globe, but structural factors, such as unsupportive

for making the project possible and to Markus Terho, Sari

legislation or taxation, missing infrastructure and waste-

Laine, Dushyant Machandia and others from Sitra for pro-

ful business models stand in the way.

viding guidance along the way.

Through our interactions on this project, we have come
to understand that the Finnish design community foun-

A special thanks to all the fantastic experts with whom
we had the privilege to exchange on this subject.

dations are strong and provide a solid base from which to

And most importantly, we want to thank the reader and

build creatively and intuitively for the future. We believe

all the experienced and new change-makers in Finland

at the same time, that by working analytically, Design in

for whom we hope that this work can be a source of in-

Finland can carve out new opportunities and take a po-

spiration.

sition at the forefront in applying design capabilities to
drive sustainable transformation.

Dr Oskar Korkman & Sharon Greene

We beleve that Design in Finland is very well positioned
to shape the future – a future where sustainability is a
foundational and natural part of producing and consuming the things that all of us want to live with in our everyday lives.
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Appendix
Methodology
The research findings and insights in this report are generated from a mixed methodology approach. This approach
has been developed by the authors, through iterative application across industries, fields of social practice and
geographies. It builds on a combination of a semi-ethnographic approach to documenting the specific subjects or
themes as part of people’s everyday life – typically through
small sample qualitative research (less than 20 people by
country). Followed by quantitative studies, including longitudinal or time-series data, to provide a broader context
and to validate and measure the deep learnings about
how people articulate these themes through the way they
think about and live their lives.
The focus of the methodology used for this report has
been to develop an understanding of how people across
the world think and behave regarding the physical and
material things (stuff) in their lives. And, to further develop this understanding in the context of the dynamics of
longer-term changes. This contextualisation is done by
studying longitudinal evolutions in people’s values and
key attitudes between 2016 and 2021.
Change is movement, and as such has direction. There-

fore, to anticipate long-term change, we need to identify

There are two types of learning to be drawn from ana-

this direction. To do this, we first engage with and study

lysing the Leading-Edge. First, the Leading-Edge can pro-

the people that we call the Leading-Edge. These are the

vide an understanding of the near to mid-term future be-

people who push the boundaries and provide clues to the

cause they are slightly ahead of broad-ranging change.

possible direction that change may take and that our so-

Second, the Leading-Edge, when analysed in relationship

cieties as a whole may follow. They represent what A.H.

to other parts of the population, will shed light on the like-

Maslow might have called the “Growing Tip” of society.

lihood and pace of broad-ranging change.

They represent 13 % of our total sample.
To describe the Leading-Edge, we would say that they are
motivated to maintain their “knowledge about newness”
and to stay fresh in their thinking. They stimulate their cre-

The research process in 2 phases:
Phase 1.

ativity by continually pushing their limits and operating
outside of their comfort zone. They are active participants

I. The process starts with a qualitative deep-dive explo-

in society, and practice systemic agency. They work from

ration of 60 leading-edge individuals’ relationship to the

within the various systems in which they participate, to di-

physical and material (everyday) things in their lives

rectly or indirectly engage and catalyse change.
II. Using specific screening criteria, we identified 60 leadThe Leading-Edge are:

• Curious and open-minded
• Self-directed, they push their own limits
• Success-oriented
• Ethical and altruistic
• Leaders within their circles, with potential to influence others

ing-edge individuals across 9 cities in four countries. Each
respondent was asked to complete a pre-task to create
an initial focus on their relationship to things. We subsequently conducted a 2 x 1-hour interviews focusing on the
everyday things in their lives and how the relationship to
these things has changed (including but not exclusively
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linked to the COVID-19 period). We explored their emo-

II. A representative sample (gender x age) of people ages

Leading-Edge, Fast Followers and Mid-Mass was created

tions and thoughts about the acquiring, owning, using,

18–55 from Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Russia,

for analysis in both the longitudinal 2016 versus 2021 and

accumulating (etc.) different categories of things, focus-

and US were invited to respond to an online questionnaire

the new 2021 data sets.

ing on changes they had already made or intended to

in Finnish. This research was carried out in November and

make. We conducted these interviews from end Septem-

December 2021 on a sample of 7 900 respondents (ap-

ber through October 2021.

prox. 1 125 respondents by country).

Phase 3.
Expert interviews and secondary research. We completed

III. For each country we also brought the respondents to-

III. To measure the changing relationship to various as-

our process with a series of interviews with experts linked

gether in two sub-groups for approximately 3 hours for

pects of personal values, life and relationship to things, a

to Design in Finland exploring with them the implications

what we term a “hack-fest”. In this step we used a vari-

section of the questionnaire was dedicated to repeating

of some of the top line results of the research as well as

ety of techniques to stimulate the interaction within the

a series of questions already asked September 2016 (Sitra

their perspectives on Design in Finland in a more gener-

groups, landing the interactions on a problem-solving ex-

2016). The analysis of these results was carried out on a

al sense. Throughout the six months of the project (Sep-

ercise. In this exercise we asked the participants to pair off

stable comparable age perimeter – ages 18–55.

tember 2021 – February 2022) we have also continued our

and invent a solution to solve a pressing problem (related
to things) that they observe in the world around them.

documentary research on changes in the world of physiIV. In addition to this longitudinal section, a series of series

cal and material things.

of new variables were added to test the change hypoth-

Phase 2.

esis and to measure other phenomena identified during

This report sums up the findings, learnings and perspec-

the qualitative phase. Variables were added to measure

tive from all phases described above. The authors recog-

I. In this phase, we used the outcomes of the various in-

priorities for innovation and also concerning relationship

nise the invaluable participation of all those who were in-

teractions to establish a list of hypotheses of change with

to price and definitions of value.

volved in the various stages of the research.

attitudes, behaviours, attributes, and innovation priorities
to be contextualised, validated, and measured.

V. The Leading-Edge segmentation (an Alice Labs Partners
proprietary method) comprising three segments called
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